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Konami Gaming, Inc.’s featured releases at the 2022 Global Gaming Expo (G2E) Las Vegas are rooted in the 
winning experience: celebration, team spirit, and high-reward. From fun gaming content to highly-anticipated 
SYNKROS® casino systems solutions, all advancements are aimed at creating meaningful wins for players, 
operators, and the future of gaming. In Las Vegas on October 11 - 13, industry professionals from around the 
globe will tour Konami’s latest premium entertainment, core for-sale slot content, historical horse racing (HHR) 
product, Class II offering, and award-winning SYNKROS systems technology, engineered to create, celebrate, 
and promote winning moments.  

 
 
 

Target Release: Available Now 
Konami Gaming, Inc.’s award-winning DIMENSION 49J™ has demonstrated success 
by consistently ranking among the casino industry’s top premium lease cabinets.  
Equipped with a 49-inch 4K Ultra HD (UHD) “J” curve display, its streamlined frame 
and custom merchandizing options deliver entertainment over a wide variety of 
potential placement areas on the casino floor. The DIMENSION 49J’s custom-
engineered button interface is contained within a lighted deck, with dual classic 
spin buttons and generous surface space for drinks, phones, and other personal 
effects. Additional player conveniences include a wireless smartphone charging 
pad, USB port, and built-in handbag hook.  
 
Konami’s DIMENSION 49J is the launch pad for some of the industry’s most popular 
premium series like All Aboard™ and Ocean Spin™—both of which continue to 
expand with additional base game titles. During G2E 2022, guests will find 
promising new linked series on this proven platform, including America’s Rich 
Life™, BattleBots®, Bull Blitz™, and more.  
 

 
 
DIMENSION 49J & DIMENSION 75C / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Feel the rhythm, freedom, & fortune of a nation in celebration! America's Rich 
Life™ is a new premium slot series that combines soulful patriotism with wheel-

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/cabinets/cabinet-details/dimension-49j
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-dynamite-dash
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/ocean-spin-kingdom's-treasures


 

 

spin slot fanfare. Featuring the 1987 Grammy Award-winning song “Living in 
America” by Rock and Roll Hall of Fame honoree James Brown, America’s Rich Life 
gives players the chance at multiple jackpot wheel spins, including a chance at the 
$10,000 Grand. This premium link offers custom LED sign options that cover the 
installation in red, white, and blue; stars and stripes; and an eagle doing the 
moonwalk.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Capture a slice of American paradise in Seaside Riches™! This America’s Rich 
Life compatible base game showcases icons of the west coast including the 
golden gate bridge, a pink hot rod, and a sparkling heroine with beach 
blonde hair. Seaside Riches features nudging wheel symbols during the free 
games, increasing odds at a wheel spin event.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

Enjoy all the energy and excitement of the east coast skyline in America’s 
Rich Life Luxury Nights™! Cocktails, private helicopters, and high-end 
jewelry cover this compatible base game in a ritzy, city night scene.  The 
free game feature in Luxury Nights includes a respin feature anytime 3 or 
more wheel symbols appear, giving an extra chance at winning the thrilling 
wheel spin event.  
 

 
 

DIMENSION 49J & DIMENSION 75C / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Robot fighting time is taking to the casino floor, with the world’s first BattleBots 
slots! Based on the popular robot combat sport and reality TV show broadcast in 
over 150 countries, Konami’s new BattleBots slots feature iconic environments, 
sounds, scenes, and bots from the show. Competitors rumble and roll across the 
reels, in a robot combat to cash. This premium linked progressive series includes 
giant symbols, expanding reels, and a free game feature that offers a chance to 
cheer fan favorite bots in a fight to fortune.  



 

 

 
 

BattleBots Red gives players the chance to tap the RED TEAM READY button 
or BLUE TEAM READY button, similar to the show’s pre-fight ritual. This pick 
event occurs with any 3 or more BattleBots symbols, and results in a 
random free game award. The free games can include random multipliers, 
up to 4x. Expanding reels also occur frequently during the free games, 
granting +1 free game with each reel expansion. In addition, the reel frame 
remains expanded throughout the free games. 

 
 
 

BattleBots Blue transports players to a wheel spin bonus with any 3 or more 
Bonus Killsaw symbols. A giant killsaw overtakes the screen and invites 
players to spin for the chance at a random free game award. The free games 
can include random multipliers, up to 4x. And similar to the Red edition, 
BattleBots Blue offers the Reel Expansion feature during free games, with 
+1 free game with each expansion and all expansions held for the duration 
of the free game event. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 

DIMENSION 49J / Target Release: Available Now 
Following proven success in the Australian market, Konami is bringing its Bull Blitz 
premium linked progressive series to North American audiences with launch 
themes Fortunes of the Orient™ and Roses & Riches™. Backed by comprehensive 
multi-denomination options, this series offers players the chance at a big linked 
progressive Grand Jackpot, a progressive Mega Jackpot, and 3 standalone bonus 
awards. Any 6 or more golden bull symbols trigger the Bull Blitz feature, with a 
high-energy credit collection bonus. The 3x5 reel frame transforms to 15 
independently spinning reels with random credit prizes, golden bull symbols, and 
blank positions. Wins tally over the course of the feature and any time a golden 
bull symbol lands, all shown credit awards may re-tally in an “X-TRA HIT”.  
 

BLUE 

RED 

https://www.konamigaming.com/bull-blitz


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Players are transported to a role as honored guest of ancient nobility in Bull  
Blitz: Fortunes of the Orient. Surrounded by ornate scenes and sparkling 
gardens, players are ushered through a unique journey to jackpots. 
Throughout primary play, any 3 or more lantern symbols award the free 
game feature, with full-reel hero symbols.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

With a sunny glow and a romantic flare, Roses & Riches takes Konami’s Bull 
Blitz series to time of storybook love across the Spanish coastline. In 
addition to the Bull Blitz credit collection feature, players can win the Roses 
& Riches free game feature with any 3 or more rose symbols.      

 
 

 
 
DIMENSION 49J & DIMENSION 75C / Target Release: Available Now 
Symbol-driven excitement is just around the track with Konami’s popular All 
Aboard linked progressive series. The game features a multi-level progressive, 
with comprehensive multi-denom options. Six or more train symbols trigger a Stay 
& Spin™ feature, taking players on a journey to ample rewards and action-packed 
bonuses.  In addition to the debut launch base games Piggy Pennies™ and 
Dynamite Dash™, Konami is releasing Mighty Panda™ and Charms of the 
Orient™—both able to compatibly combine across the All Aboard series. 
 
VIDEOS: https://youtu.be/x6Orfncmjq0  /  https://youtu.be/31DIQvKLIRU  
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/bull-blitz-fortunes-of-the-orient
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/bull-blitz-roses-riches
https://www.konamigaming.com/docs/default-source/slicks/all-aboard-brochure.pdf?sfvrsn=74c7bf66_0
https://www.konamigaming.com/docs/default-source/slicks/all-aboard-brochure.pdf?sfvrsn=74c7bf66_0
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-piggy-pennies
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-dynamite-dash
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-charms-of-the-orient
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-charms-of-the-orient
https://youtu.be/x6Orfncmjq0
https://youtu.be/31DIQvKLIRU


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Konami has a new panda. He’s fussy, fluffy, and ready for a fight! Mighty 
Panda really packs a punch, with up to 12x wild multipliers during the free 
games. It’s an exciting new base game option in Konami’s highly popular 
All Aboard slot series.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All Aboard Charms of the Orient features giant symbols across all middle 
reels during the free games, patterned after All Aboard Piggy Pennies. 
Giant train symbols, wild symbols, and pictures symbols can catapult free 
game wins into new heights! While increasing odds at the signature All 
Aboard credit collection feature.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIMENSION 49J & DIMENSION 75C / Target Release: Available Now 
Thrill seekers can take the excitement of All Aboard to new heights with the release 
of All Aboard: Gold Express™. This high-denom edition of the popular Konami 
linked progressive has a large Grand jackpot starting at $50,000 or $100,000, based 
on selected par percentage. In addition, it supports a variety of multi-denom 
options to choose from. All Aboard: Gold Express is available with Dynamite Dash, 
Piggy Pennies, Go West, and Masked Warrior.  
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/all-aboard-gold-express-Dynamite-Dash


 

 

 
 
 

Target Release: Available Now 
DIMENSION 75C™ is the newest premium cabinet in Konami’s DIMENSION line. This 
large format machine consists of one jumbo monitor, curved from top to bottom in a 
slight “C” shape. Its generous slant top features dual jumbo spin buttons, dual cup 
holders, and dual wireless phone chargers. In keeping with all DIMENSION series slots, 
DIMENSION 75C has a sloped footrest, multi-color edge lighting effects, and a sheen 
silver finish.  DIMENSION 75C supports popular Konami game IP from the DIMENSION 
49J™, such as All Aboard™ and Ocean Spin™. Among the top showcase titles is a multi-
game edition of All Aboard—bringing together 4 different All Aboard base games in 
one machine.   
 

 
 
DIMENSION 75C / Target Release: Available Now 
Players get a first-class ticket upgrade when they play the multi-game edition of All 
Aboard! It places top base game titles including Dynamite Dash™, Piggy Pennies™, 
Go West™, and Masked Warrior™ at the tip of a finger, all on the same game 
machine. The multi-game edition of All Aboard is available exclusively on the new 
big-screen DIMENSION 75C, configurable as a standalone cabinet or in linked banks 
and pods.  
 

 
 

 
Target Release: Available Now 
DIMENSION 49 shares nearly all the same key elements of the premium 
DIMENSION 49J curved machine—including its sleek design, 4K Ultra-high 
definition (UHD) graphics, and custom-engineered button interface. But with a 49-
inch flat portrait display, DIMENSION 49 offers a more streamlined cost option for 
a strong pipeline of core video slot content. It has all the ingredients for a thrilling 
player experience, combined with the array of original progressive slot series, to 
drive long-term entertainment variety and asset value to your venue. DIMENSION 
49 gives more options to showcase popular portrait-screen games, on the latest 
powerful KXP™ platform.  
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/cabinets/cabinet-details/dimension-75c
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/premiums
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/cabinets/cabinet-details/dimension-49


 

 

 
 
DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Available Now 
Lucky Drums™ is a new multi-level progressive slot series, with 3 different Grand 
reset options for operators to select from: $10,000, $5,000, and $2,500. In addition, 
the series offers a wide range of multi-denomination options, with fixed bonus 
awards that flexibly scale by selected denom. Throughout primary play, the 
standard 5-reel frame can double in height with any 3 or more Wild Drum symbols, 
awarding a bonus respin on the expanded reel frame for more ways to win!  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Lucky Drums Lion™ features rich red hues and a regal Lion symbol. The high-
value lion symbol can appear in stacks across the reel strips.  Any 3 or more 
scatter symbols award up to 15 free games, with only 2 scatter symbols 
required to retrigger.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
The compatible base game complement is Lucky Drums Dragon™. This title 
is covered in green and features a golden dragon symbol. This high-value 
dragon symbol also appears in exciting symbol stacks across the reels. 
During the free game feature, only 2 Wild Drum symbols are required to 
trigger the expanding reels respin event.  
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 
DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Q1, 2023 
Konami’s popular Chili Chili Fire™ is heating up with a new progressive link on 
DIMENSION 49.  Chili Chili Fire Hot Rush™ showcases a new Repeat Rush credit 
collection feature, based on the popular Fade Away Feature™ first premiered in the 
original stacked screen slot. The feature can be awarded anytime a coin symbol 
appears on the reels, immediately expanding the standard 5-reel frame up to 7 x 5, 
eliminating the picture symbols, and replacing them with high-value coin symbols 
and potential instant jackpot awards. The Repeat Rush feature continues until all 
symbol positions are filled.  
 

 
 
The Red Fever™ edition of Chili Chili Fire Hot Rush features the iconic hero 
character from the original 5-reel game, his face circled in a heart-shaped 
ring of red chilies. Any 3 or more Chili Chili Fire symbols award up to 20 free 
games, where 3 or more Coin symbols guarantee the Repeat Rush Feature.  
 

 
 
Chili Chili Fire Hot Rush Green Fever™ debuts a smiling new hero, similarly 
circled in a heart-shaped ring of green chilies. This compatible base game 
includes a free game feature with 2 Coin symbols in 1. When players get 
this “Extra” coin, all Coin prizes are awarded again.  

 
 
 
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/chili-chili-fire


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Available Now 
Among Konami’s most popular titles for DIMENSION 49 is a symbol-driven linked 
jackpot series called Fortune Mint™, with Coin symbols that transform to random 
multipliers and jackpot symbols when appearing in a highlighted section of the reel 
frame. Ranked in Eilers & Krejcik Gaming’s list of Top Indexing NEW Games – Core, 
Video Reel for 9 straight months, Fortune Mint is recognizable by the giant glowing 
coin that shimmers across the upper part of the screen, spurring interest and 
anticipation toward its 3-level linked progressive jackpots. Any coin symbols that 
land in the center 3 reels can transform to 10x, 3x, or 2x multipliers, for up to 1,000x 
wins! The series also showcases a Question Mark feature, whereby coin symbols in 
the center reels display question marks and transform to multipliers or instant 
progressive prizes with dramatic effect. This year marks the G2E debut of 2 original 
new Fortune Mint base games: Yi Da Ba Qian™ and Ya Zhou Bao Wu™.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Yi Da Ba Qian carries a mix of purple color hues during the primary game, 
bursting into gold during the free game feature. Upon entering the free 
game feature, players are awarded a guaranteed Coin symbol on reel 1 for 
every free spin they’ve won. This grants greater potential for winning 
symbol combinations.   
 
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/fortune-mint-fu-xing-gao-zhao
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/fortune-mint-yi-da-ba-qian


 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Ya Zhou Bao Wu is another available complement in the Fortune Mint 
series. This original title features stacked Coin symbols on reel 1 
throughout the free game feature.  With this boost on the first reel, players 
can enjoy even more winning excitement during their free spins, as they 
chase massive multiplier combinations.   
 

 
 
DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Q3, 2022 
Triple Tower™ showcases an original credit collection bonus, which can be 
triggered at anytime throughout game play. Any 3 trigger Bonus Prize symbols on 
the primary reel frame activate a bonus middle reel frame, for the chance at 
additional Bonus Prize symbols. And if 3 or more trigger Bonus Prize symbols land 
on the middle reel frame, then the top reel frame activates for the chance at 
additional Bonus Prize symbols, as well as a progressive jackpot. So with any spin, 
players can build a tower of Bonus Prizes across the tall game screen, and watch 
the resulting wins tally up. Triple Tower makes its debut with two original base 
games: Jungle Way™ and Bushido Warrior™.  

 

 
 
Players can escape to the richness of the rainforest in Jungle Way. Scenes 
of sparking waterfalls and spectacular rainbows merge with the 
excitement of wild jungle creatures. Throughout game play, nudging 
symbol stacks appear across all reels, framed in gold. On the lower reel 
frame, these symbols stacks are hidden, and open to reveal either 3 
stacked Wild symbols or 3 stacked Bonus Prize symbols once the spin is 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/fortune-mint-ya-zhou-bao-wu


 

 

complete. However, nudging stacked symbols always appear as Bonus 
Prize symbols on the upper 2 reel frames. 

 
 
Bathed in a cool night scene, Bushido Warrior is filled with a sense of 
mystery and wonder as players adventure alongside the game’s ninja hero 
character. Any time the Triple Tower Feature successfully activates the 
uppermost reel frame, the player has a chance to multiply all awarded 
Bonus Prize symbols up to 10x, via 2x symbols which appear across all 5 
reels of the top reel frame.   

 
 
 
 

DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Available Now 
Players can catch a slew of credit prizes with Prize Catch™! This 1-level linked 
progressive series awards the Prize Catch Feature with any 5 or more Prize Catch 
symbols. The standard 5-reel frame expands upward, to an 8 x 5 reel frame, with 
boxes at the bottom of each reel. Three free spins are awarded on a bonus reel 
frame containing only extra spin symbols, Bonus symbols, and Jackpot symbols. 
The Bonus and Jackpot symbols also include credit prizes, which are tallied into 
respective boxes at the bottom of the reel strips. If 20 or more Jackpot symbols are 
collected, then the Grand Jackpot is awarded.    
 

 
 
The underwater scene of Prize Catch Mermaid Paradise™ is covered in 
crystal blue, and a scattering of riches from diamonds to pearls. The game’s 
hero character is a pink-haired mermaid, joined by a golden-crowned crab 
and bedazzled sea turtle. Any 3 or more pearl symbols trigger the free 
games, where wins are multiplied by up to 5x.  

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/prize-catch-mermaid-paradise
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/prize-catch-mermaid-paradise


 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Prize Catch Bison Treasure™ takes place in a golden forest—sun streaming 
through the tall, fall branches. The free game event in Bison Treasure 
features obscured Action Stacked Symbols®, for added anticipation and 
excitement.     
 

 
 
 
 
 

DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Available Now 
Konami’s popular Triple Sparkle linked progressive series is taking on new territory 
with the addition of Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle™. Its proven betting structure 
incentivizes higher bets for a greater chance of a higher jackpot. Whenever framed 
Action Stacked Symbols® undergo a third transformation, players can win a Mini 
bonus, Major bonus, Mega progressive, or large Maxi progressive starting at 
$10,000. Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle can link compatibly with other Triple 
Sparkle games, such as Riches Daikoku Triple Sparkle™ and Solstice Celebration 
Triple Sparkle™.  
 

 
 
 
 
  
 

DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Available Now 
Imperial Wealth Triple Sparkle™ is another compatible complement in the Triple 
Sparkle series. It features glowing orange hues, bright lanterns, and a striking gold 
dragon, which also serves as the game’s full-reel wild symbol. As with all Triple 
Sparkle games, Imperial Wealth Triple Sparkle has framed Action Stacked Symbols 
across all reels, which undergo a second and third symbol transformation with the 
chance at instant jackpots or free game awards. Nudging full reel wilds appear 
throughout the free games.  

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/prize-catch-bison-treasure
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/majestic-moon-triple-sparkle-(kxp)
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/riches-with-daikoku-triple-sparkle
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/solstice-celebration-triple-sparkle
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/solstice-celebration-triple-sparkle
https://www.konamigaming.com/games/all-games/details/imperial-wealth-triple-sparkle


 

 

 
 

 
 
Target Release: Available Now 

Konami’s newest stacked-screen core cabinet, DIMENSION 27, showcases the same 
base as DIMENSION 49J—complete with relaxed slant top, sloped footrest, 
touchscreen button deck, dual cupholders, and wired and wireless phone 
chargers—but with three 27-inch monitors in Ultra HD. The bottom screen is 
roughly at a 70-degree angle for ease of view, while the top two screens stand 
vertical. DIMENSION 27 is the launchpad for a strong variety of game content, 
including special-edition SeleXion® multi-game packs, extended ROM progressive 
jackpot games, new integrated standalone jackpot games, and original new linked 
progressive series.  
 
 
 

 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Konami’s Stuffed Coins linked series combines a wide mix of proven bonus features 
into a high-reward slot experience. This game uses the top screen to display jackpot 
coin and multiplier coin symbols rotating synchronized across all connected 
machines. These rotating Coin symbols become redeemable during a wheel spin 
bonus called the Big Coin Feature. Stuffed Coins Toad™ also has a Re-Spin Feature 
with any 3 more Coin or Wild symbols on the first 3 reels, offering players the 
chance to collect additional Coin symbol credit prizes. The center screen shows a 
golden Toad character, which grows in size based on the number of Wild symbols 
that land in the center reel. These features, in addition to the free game bonus, 
provide many proven bonus opportunities for players to enjoy. 
 
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/cabinets/cabinet-details/dimension-27


 

 

 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Similar to Stuffed Coins Toad, Stuffed Coins Pig™ provides a strong mix of bonus 
events for players. This game features a golden pig in the center screen, with a 
golden ingot at its belly. The free game feature in the Pig edition includes increased 
Coins symbols, compared to the Toad edition which has increased free game Wild 
symbols.  

 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Konami’s classic Mystical Temple™ is returning to players in a new linked 
progressive format on DIMENSION 27. Like the original Extended ROM, Mystical 
Temple Grand features a pick ‘em jackpot bonus, with the chance at instant credit 
prizes, 3-level linked progressive jackpots, and 2 standalone bonus awards that 
scale according to denomination. Reel 5 has a Temple trigger symbol, which awards 
the Mystical Temple Grand pick ‘em feature or up to 25 free games if it appears in 
combination with Temple Symbols on reels 1 and 3. Mystical Temple Grand is multi-
denomination compatible, with 3 Grand reset options: $10,000, $5,000, and 
$2,500. 
 
 
 

Mystical Temple Grand Mayan Pride™ is one of two debut base games in 
the series. It features a sky-blue temple scene and amber-eyed female 
symbol. During the free games, stacked wild symbols appear across reels 2, 
3, 4, and 5.  
 
 
 
Mystical Temple Grand Aztec Kingdom™ takes place across a golden sky, 
with a fierce warrior appearing as the game’s high-value symbol. Random 

AZTEC KINGDOM 

MAYAN PRIDE 



 

 

sets of stacked symbols can appear during primary play, and during the free 
games, stacks of wild symbols appear across reels 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
 

 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Available Now 
Konami’s iconic Dragon’s Law™ game is arriving to DIMENSION 27 as an original 
new linked slot series with fresh bonus adventures. Dragon’s Law Fortune™ 
combines the classic flying dragon with a triple bonus mechanic and symbol-driven 
progressive jackpot chance. The series also showcases cross-machine animation 
effects spanning all connected machines. So in addition to flying down to the reel 
frame to scatter bonus symbols, the beloved Dragon’s Law long-tailed dragon also 
flies across the entire bank/pod of machines. The series debuts with two 
compatible base game options: Dragon’s Law Fortune Pots™ and Dragon’s Law 
Fortune Bags™. 
 
 

 
 
This edition of the series takes players to a starry night scene, ushered by a 
golden yellow long-tailed dragon. The 3 ornate containers displayed in the 
middle screen are rounded pots brimming with golden ingots. 



 

 

 
 
This version of Dragon’s Law Fortune™ takes place under a deep blue sky, 
with heavy bags of golden ingots displayed in the middle screen. Like the 
Pots edition, Dragon’s Law Fortune Bags features a golden yellow dragon 
across the top screen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q1, 2023 
Players’ favorite Pirate’s Loot™ linked progressive game is back! Pirate’s Loot is an 
Extended ROM bonus adventure that can set sail randomly at any time during 
primary play. The secret map unfolds and players select from 12 different ships to 
reveal goblet, ring, jewel, or treasure chest symbols with Mini, Major, Mega, and 
Maxi jackpot award amounts respectively. Once 3 matching tokens are unlocked, 
players are delivered the bounty with ample celebration.  

 
 

DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Available Now 
Konami’s popular SeleXion multi-game platform is arriving to players on the  
DIMENSION 27 with a curated collection of Certified Original Konami favorites. 
The first in these special-edition SeleXion Classics™ packs features a leading line-
up of player-favorite K2V™ platform titles including China Shores™, Roman 
Tribune™, Ancient Dragon™, Money Blast™ and Rawhide™. All offer a rich array of 
in-game configuration options, including a mix of denominations and line sections.  
SeleXion’s robust processing power gives players the fastest game change speed 
and an optimal interface to enjoy a fun mix of their favorite games in one spot. 
Both the topper display and center screen graphics show a “Certified Original” 
badge to help reinforce the games’ integrity to the original classic versions players 
love.  
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/ZXYLcZC5lW4 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/cabinets/cabinet-details/dimension-27
https://youtu.be/ZXYLcZC5lW4


 

 

 
 
 
More players and properties can take advantage of Konami classics—as well as top 
new titles—through the launch of Konami's Historical Horse Racing (HHR) product. 
Unforgettable Konami game characters, features, sounds, and experiences are 
arriving to HHR facilities on Konami's award-winning DIMENSION hardware line via 
the curved-screen DIMENSION 49J, portrait DIMENSION 49, and stacked-screen 
DIMENSION 27.  

 
 
DIMENSION 49J / Target Release: Q4, 2022 
Excitement is just around the track with Konami’s popular All Aboard!  Voted 
reader’s choice for Best Video Slot and consistently ranked among the highest 
performing land-based parent brands, All Aboard is a locomotive train themed 
game with a unique prize feature, where players can collect a growing screen of 
awards, again and again in the same bonus. This slot series has amassed a huge 
following with debut base games Dynamite Dash and Piggy Pennies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Players can enjoy a burst of gaming thrills with Dynamite Dash. Led by the 
game’s friendly frontiersman, they embark on a gold mining adventure 
through the old west, complete with prize features and big-win 
opportunities.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A crowned piggy bank character leads the way to premium pays in this All 
Aboard launch title. The game’s lighthearted art and warm graphics make 
for a much-loved journey of jackpot excitement.  

 

HISTORICAL HORSE RACING 

https://www.konamigaming.com/games/historial-horse-racing


 

 

 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q3, 2022  
Players can enjoy the familiar fun of China Shores™ with a new boost of 
excitement, centered upon the center reel. China Shores Boosted Wins & Spins™ 
shows 2 Symbols in 1 on the center reel, for interesting win combinations—
especially with the game’s classic stacked symbols.   

 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q3, 2022 
Konami’s classic Lion Festival Boosted Celebration™ is launching for HHR 
availability, with 2 Symbols in 1 across the center reel. Throughout primary game 
play, lanterns illuminate the night, while drums and fireworks provide the 
festival’s backbeat, for a truly celebratory encounter.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

DIMENSION 49 / Target Release: Q3, 2022 
Players can forge their fortune with Fortune Mint™! The game features Konami’s 
popular Question Mark Feature, designed to amplify the mystery and anticipation. 
It places big, red question mark symbols over the Coins in the center reels. Each 
Question Marked coin is revealed one-by-one to award the player surprising 
awards with dramatic effect.  Fu Xing Gao Zhao™ invites players to enjoy even 
more winning excitement during the free spins, which show golden coin symbols 
across the game’s center reels.  
 



 

 

 
 
 
This year marks the industry debut of Konami Class II product. The company’s latest 
stacked-screen machine, DIMENSION 27, serves as the showcase hardware for 
promising new titles including Xing Yun Bowls™ and Magix™. Both games feature 
original art elements, creative bonus experiences, and Ultra HD graphics across 
stacked 27-inch screens.  

 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q3, 2022 
With rich red hues and ornate golden symbols, Xing Yun Bowls brings a strong 
sense of fortune and reward to the gaming floor. Stacked wild symbols appear 
throughout primary play, granting a surprising free spin any time a wild stack lands 
fully on the reel. Xing Yun Bowls includes 4 jackpot levels—Grand, Major, Minor, 
and Mini—which players have a chance to win during a jackpot pick ‘em bonus. 
The pick ‘em bonus may also award up to 20 free spins. 
 
 
 
DIMENSION 27 / Target Release: Q3, 2022 
Wonder and amazement await with Konami’s original Class II release, Magix. Black 
hats, magic wands, cards, capes, and a dramatic stage help set the scene of this 
fun title. Magix invites players to try their hand at 4 different jackpot levels, 
accompanying a 5-reel primary game experience.  
 

 
 
 

 
Konami’s award-winning SYNKROS® casino management system is amid record momentum, with high-profile 
clients ranging from the newest resorts on the Las Vegas Strip to the industry’s most innovative tribal gaming 
destinations. It has become the system of choice for properties operating in jurisdictions widely considered the 
most competitive gaming markets in the world. Top new technology releases include its SYNK31™ all-in-one 
Title 31 / AML system, Konetic™ employee mobile app, Oracle® Analytics, and much more. 
 
 

CLASS II 

MAGIX 

https://www.konamigaming.com/systems/synkros


 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Konami’s award-winning SYNK31 is a comprehensive Title 31 Anti-Money 
Laundering (AML) system that allows authorized SYNKROS users to gather, track, 
review, and complete all AML requirements, including Multiple Transaction Log 
(MTL), Negotiable Instrument Log (NIL), Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR), 
Currency Transaction Reporting (CTR), Know Your Customer (KYC) and more. 
SYNK31 leverages SYNKROS’ industry-leading data architecture to capture and 
compile all necessary AML information with robust, near real-time results. 
Additionally, SYNK31 provides true case management, empowering users to 
compile all reporting, time stamped notes, documents, screenshots, photos, 
videos, and emails associated with a particular patron or incident in one spot. 
 

 
 
The Konetic Employee App empowers casino teams to perform a mix of tasks 
directly from a secure Apple or Android mobile device. By taking traditional cage 
functions like TITO ticket redemption out on-the-go through Konetic’s Voucher 
module, guests can enjoy new heights of service and convenience from an 
authorized floor attendant, without waiting in line at the cage or kiosk. Konetic’s 
Attendant Pays module enables authorized employees to be able to service 
jackpots, wide-area progressives (WAP), cancel credit, and disputes with 
convenient mobile tracking, logs, processes, and documents. Each step is 
completed digitally through the app’s easy online workflow.   
 
The Konetic Employee App also improves casino floor response times through its 
enhanced Dispatch module, which also supports team efficiency and visibility.  
Another time-saving feature is a built-in Progressive Signs module, which allows 
teams to monitor progressive meter sign readings throughout their casino floor 
and complete updates directly through the app. All configured progressives can 
be found with a simple name search and modifications can be made to the 
progressive amounts very quickly. 
 
 

https://www.konamigaming.com/systems/compliance
https://www.konamigaming.com/docs/default-source/slicks/konetic-employee-app-slick.pdf?sfvrsn=c1765811_2


 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Through the power of SYNKROS’ Oracle database, casino teams can dive into ad 
hoc reports and data visualization tools available through the platform’s 
proprietary Oracle Analytics web-based tool. Oracle Analytics offers easy-to-use 
interfaces for users of all skill levels that need to access the wealth of data stored 
in the SYNKROS database, perform analyses, and distribute reports securely via 
mobile, tablet, and all modern web browsers.  
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